I5<5      LONDON LIFE IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
theory a person who had committed some act of vagrancy, such as
'wandering and begging* or 'sleeping abroad in the open air*, after
being duly punished by whipping or imprisonment in a house of
correction or both, was * passed', that is, conveyed in a cart from con-
stable to constable till he reached his parish, the expense being borne
by the counties through which he passed. The vagrancy laws were so
severe that they defeated their own ends and punishments were seldom
inflicted except in exceptional circumstances. Still less of course could
they be given to people who were not vagrants at all. A practice grew
up of giving what were called walking or begging passes, used as a
licence to beg, with which the bearer made his own way to his (alleged)
place of settlement The result was that in many cases no distinction was
made between the vagrant and the poor person who was passed instead
of removed to save the pocket of the removing parish. The latter was
encouraged to become a beggar or subjected to the degradation of the
pass-cart; the real vagrant, to whom a pass was a much desired object
and the pass-cart a sought-after means of free travel, was encouraged.124
In 1757 the Middlesex justices in the interests of economy decided to
contract for the passing of vagrants with a man who undertook to
collect or receive them and take them to the county border. There is no
reason to suppose that this made the lot of the vagrants any worse than
before, as the constables, who had been appointed to do die work had
farmed it out and made a trade of it.125 The number of vagrants pro-
gressively increased and in course of time the contractor or pass-master
as he was called built a brick barracks or receiving-house at Enfield
and another at Islington which were, as might be imagined, wretched
places. They had, however, few terrors for the able-bodied vagrant At
the end of their English season the Irish in particular frequently applied
to be shipped back to Ireland as vagrants, either concealing their
money or sending it over by a friend in order to escape paying for a
passage. Their sojourn in a receiving-house, a bare shelter, because the
inmates cut up and appropriated the rugs, is thus described by the pass-
master for Middlesex,
... my wife perhaps goes out and buys them herrings and potatoes out of the
county allowance of 6d. a day for food and some of them perhaps are fond of
smoking, and they throw their money together and live very comfortably. I
took a man and his wife and five children away yesterday, I told that man^

